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NAS and SCAF partner to present two celebrated Taiwanese artists, whose works
examine the concept of HOME.

Detail of film still Chien-Chi Chang's China Town, shot in New York City. Courtesy the

artist and NAS

Not to be confused as one body of work across two venues, HOME is a poetic and
probing look at the less conventional definitions of the concept – the work of two
deeply celebrated Taiwanese artists, Chen Chieh-jen and Chien-Chi Chang,
documented over a protracted period.

A good starting place to sink into the spirit of this project is the second level of the
National Art School (NAS), where Chien-Chi Chang’s suite of 45 life-sized
photographs, The Chain (1993-1999), express a humanitarian outpouring.

Two takes on HOME make us rethink our fortunes



Hung low on a deep grey wall, these portraits depict Taiwanese psychiatric

patients who are chained in pairs for up to 16 hours a day, as a therapeutic device,

with monks from a temple who have been given guardianship of them – nearly

700 patients – by their families. 

Chien-Chi Chang told ArtsHub: ‘It is a very subjective height, to hang it in such a

way that the photographs would sit rather than float on the wall. It is close to the

height when I made those photographs,’ adding that the viewer is drawn in and

raises their head slightly to engage with his subject.

Perhaps it is this engagement, their scale that makes this exhibition to poignant

and lasting.

  



One of the 45 life-sized portraits of Taiwanese patients by Chien-Chi Chang; Courtesy

the artist and SCAF

First shown at the 2001 Venice Biennale, ArtsHub asked Chien-Chi Chang whether

he described himself as a political artist. ‘A photograph can not really change what

is going on but it can document it,’ he replied, adding, ‘Initially it was a journalistic

assignment – I was working for Seatle Times – later it was self-assigned. Most of

my projects are long term. I just didn’t feel it was complete.’

Chang had the opportunity to perhaps conclude the project in a new filmic piece

commissioned by Sherman Contemporary Art Foundation (SCAF), Side Chain, which

moves beyond the temple to Taiwan's largest chicken farm where the patients

work unpaid. Based on still photographs shot by Chang reaching back to 1993,

and using an excerpt from Letter of a Madman by Cheryl Lai, who accompanied

him on a visit in 1998, it is the voice of ‘one of residents who feels he is much

better now and wants to go home.’

Presented as a screen floating in the gallery it has a quality of voyeurism, both

disturbing and challenging the viewer’s own concepts of dignity, trust,

dependence and home. 

Chang said; ‘We all have our own chain – literally they are chained together but we

are also chained to our family obligations, to desire, needs, support chains.’

Side Chain is presented alongside a further photographic essay in the lower

galleries of NAS, China Town (1992-2011), which documents the lives of Chinese

migrant workers in New York and the dislocation they experience while doing

menial jobs over decades in exile to provide for their families back home.

Across town at SCAF, video and film artist Chen Chieh-jen shows a newly

commissioned immersive installation, Realm of Reverberations (2014); four videos

presented in timber cubicles which bunkers the viewer into their personal

narratives as long-term patients in a government-run leprosy sanatorium in

Losheng, Taiwan, which is being demolished to provide a maintenance depot.

 



Still from Chen Chieh-jen's video essay of leprosy sanatorium residents; Courtesy the

artist and SCAF

On the cusp of homelessness, their stories are juxtaposed with those of four
women from Sydney’s Wayside Chapel in Potts Point – audio components
presented in similar wood shelters that force the listener to conform to a space.
As SCAF states: ‘Home, it seems, is a concept synonymous with hope and fear, as
well as relating to settlement and permanence. Chen Chieh-jen and Chien-Chi
Chang examine these issues at both international and local levels, investigating
the role home has come to occupy in the lives of the globalised human race.’

Chang told ArtsHub the word Home meant for him: ‘I am always either away from
home or on my way back home and, at some point, I was out of home, homeless –
we all have our own definition.’

HOME is SCAF Project 22. Both exhibitions continue through to 2 August. Chen
donated his artist fee to the Wayside Chapel.
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